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ABSTRACT
The problem of analyzing massive graph streams in real time is growing along with the size of streams. Sampling techniques have been used to analyze these streams in real time. However, it is difficult to answer questions like, which structures are well preserved by the sampling techniques over the evolution of streams? Which sampling techniques yield proper estimates for directed and weighted graphs? Which techniques have least time complexity etc? In this work, we have answered the above questions by comparing and analyzing the evolutionary samples of such graph streams. We have evaluated sequential sampling techniques by comparing the structural metrics from their samples. We have also presented a biased version of reservoir sampling, which shows better comparative results in our scenario.

We have carried out rigorous experiments over a massive stream of 3 hundred million calls made by 11 million anonymous subscribers over 31 days. We evaluated node based and edge based methods of sampling. We have compared the samples generated by using sequential algorithms like, space saving algorithm for finding topK items, reservoir sampling, and a biased version of reservoir sampling. Our overall results and observations show that edge based samples perform well in our scenario. We have also determined the distribution of degrees and biases of evolutionary samples.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning—Concept learning
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1. INTRODUCTION

As described in [3] a data stream is an ordered sequence of instances that can be read only once or a small number of times using limited computing and storage capabilities. These sources of data are characterized by being open-ended, flowing at high-speed, and generated by non-stationary distributions in dynamic environments. In terms of such graph streams, sampling is the process of selecting a subset of streaming graph to represent the characteristics of the entire graph stream at a given point of time. Because of the time and space limitations, it is difficult to analyze and mine massive social streams in real time. Wherefore, samples are generated, so as to gain approximate solutions for real-time queries. A number of algorithms have been introduced in this research area to sample streams [1], [7], [6], [10], [11] etc. The authors of corresponding research papers have evaluated their work in terms of time and space complexity, but not based on the structural properties of streams.

All the sampling techniques developed so far only preserve some of the properties of original streams. However, we do not know which properties of streams are preserved by which sampling methods, that would be appropriate for a specific application scenario. In [5] the authors compared static snapshots of samples generated by algorithms like random node and edge sampling, random walks and forest fire with aggregated datasets of about five hundred thousand edges. Their goal was to find a general sampling method that would match full set of properties of original graph so that sample can be used for simulations and experiments. Our goal in this work, is to find appropriate sample techniques for specific properties of graphs. The main focus of this work is applying sequential sampling algorithms to the streaming graphs scenario and analyze the samples over the evolution of stream. Consequently the samples can be used for real time queries and experiments. We have also presented a biased version of reservoir sampling algorithm which shows better comparative results.

In other works of [9], the authors investigated to prove that the subsets of scale free networks are not scale free, by random sampling of static network. [2] discussed sampling algorithms for pure topology types. [4] studied three types of methods for sampling Internet graphs with a reduction of 70% of original graphs. However, the previous works did not answer questions like, which sequential techniques preserve the structure of evolutionary streams? Which sampling techniques best preserve the community structures for weighted graphs? Which are most time efficient? And which sampling methods are appropriate for generating approximate solutions for specific real-time queries? Which sampling techniques preserve the relevant structural properties of graph specific for an application? Nevertheless, no pre-
previous works focused on the evolution analysis of samples and the graphs with weighted and bi-directional edges. In this work, we answer the above questions regarding samples of real time streams like call graphs of Telecommunication Networks (TN). We do this by plotting the measures used for comparing the structures and properties preserved by different samples generated in real time. We also deal with the weighted and Bi-directional properties of graph. Furthermore, we analyze the evolution of metrics over 31 days of Call graph streams. Enhancing the diversity of algorithms for sampling, we introduce an algorithm, by modifying the existing Random Sampling Algorithm using reservoir by [10].

2. METHODOLOGY

In order to find the best suitable sampling algorithms for a scale free network like telecommunication call graphs, we analyzed the evolution of stream by generating snapshots of 31 samples at the end of each day, each from the beginning. For example, first sample for a stream of 1 day, second sample for the total stream of day 1 and day 2 etc.

Identifying community structures has its real time applications like customer profiling, segmentation, targeted marketing, fraud detection etc for telecoms service providers. To answer queries like above we need to answer the questions like, which samples preserve community structure? In this work we have exploited the evolution of community structures for 31 samples by evaluating centrality measures such as Average Degree Centrality (ADC) and Average Weighted Degree Centrality (AWDC) of graphs; In-degree Centrality (IC) and Out-degree Centrality (OC) centrality of nodes. Number of Communities in the sample graphs. Degree Distribution of the samples. We have also analyzed the network connectedness using metrics: Number of Connected Components (NC) and Average Component Size (ACS).

Then, we compare the time for computation by each of the techniques. Using the approx. time taken for one single pass over the stream of minimum size 7,845,201 and a maximum size of 15,440,707 calls streams. However we also present the results to process a single edge, for edge based methods.

For answering queries like above need to answer the questions like, which samples preserve community structure? In this work we have exploited the evolution of community structures for 31 samples by evaluating centrality measures such as Average Degree Centrality (ADC) and Average Weighted Degree Centrality (AWDC) of graphs; In-degree Centrality (IC) and Out-degree Centrality (OC) centrality of nodes. Number of Communities in the sample graphs. Degree Distribution of the samples. We have also analyzed the network connectedness using metrics: Number of Connected Components (NC) and Average Component Size (ACS).

3. SAMPLING ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

In this section we present the algorithms that we have used for generating samples. These algorithms can be implemented by using two types of methods. One is node based sampling and the other is edge based sampling method. By using these two methods we also present results and observations to find an appropriate technique for generating real-time samples.

3.1 Sampling Algorithms

3.1.1 Space Saving Algorithm

The Space Saving Algorithm [6] is the most approximate and efficient algorithm for finding top frequent elements from the stream. The algorithm maintains partial interest of information as it monitors only a subset of elements from the stream. It maintains counters for every element in the sample and increments its count when the element re-occurs in the stream. If a new element is encountered in the stream it is replaced with an element with the least counter value and its count is incremented.

3.1.2 Reservoir Sampling

This is a well known algorithm of Reservoir Sampling (RS), denoted as Algorithm R in [10]. The author mentioned in this work that all the algorithms using a reservoir of elements from the original data to generate samples are a kind of reservoir sampling. In algorithm R the author maintained a reservoir of elements with a predefined sample size. In the streaming scenario, initially the reservoir is filled with the initial elements from the stream. Every element after that, is computed for the probability of being inserted and a random number is generated to pick an element already in the sample. If the probability of the new element is greater than the probability of the selected element then the new element replaces and old one, if not it is discarded. By the end every element in the sample is selected with equal probability. Consequently, the items are inserted into the reservoir with decreasing probability. Therefore, it leads to samples with very old items from the stream, as also discussed in [1].

3.1.3 Biased Random Sampling

We have known the random sampling techniques with all the elements in the sample with equal probability. In this section we present a biased random sampling technique where we sample items/objects with unequal probability. Biased Random Sampling (BRS) is based on the idea of reservoir sampling but it ensures that every item in the stream definitely enters the reservoir.

Algorithm 1: Biased Random Sampling Algorithm

Algorithm 1 represents BRS. As a general initial step, the reservoir is filled with the first items from the stream. Then, we do not compute the probability of later items, as every item definitely enters stream. For replacing an item already in the sample, a random number is generated between 0 and the size of reservoir. The element at the position of random number is replaced with the item from stream. Here the probability of every item entering the reservoir is equal as every item enters the stream, but the probability of every item in the reservoir is not equal. Hence, this technique is biased towards new items from the stream. It can be used in the scenarios where old items are considered stale or not useful. In [1] the author also presented a biased sampling

\[
\text{input : Unbounded stream} \\
\text{output: Realtime sample of size } k \\
\text{Filling the reservoir with first } k \text{ items/objects; for } i = 1 \text{ to } k \text{ do} \\
\quad \text{sample}[i] \leftarrow \text{stream}[i]; \\
\text{end} \\
\text{Inserting all new items into the stream;} \\
\text{while stream!EOF do} \\
\quad i = i + 1; \\
\quad \text{pos} \leftarrow \text{Random}(1, k); \\
\quad \text{sample}[\text{pos}] \leftarrow \text{stream}[i]; \\
\text{end}
\]

Algorithm 1: Biased Random Sampling Algorithm
algorithm, where he flips a coin for every point arrived in the stream. In the event of success, the new point replaces an old point already in the sample at random, if not a new slot is created and the point is added to it. We did not assay this technique as we compared samples with fixed size.

3.2 Node Based Methods

Node based methods in general, sample a set of nodes from the original graph. The resultant samples contain a set of vertices from the graph stream and showing no connections between them. The samples possess only nodes and no structure. To evaluate this method, we have implemented the space saving algorithm by sampling top frequent nodes and call it as (SSN), detailed in section 5.

3.3 Edge Based Methods

As the name suggest, these samples are generated by selecting a subset of edges from the original graph. The resultant graph is a subgraph of original graph with nodes and edges. The algorithms that can be implemented in the nodes based methods, can also be implemented using edge based methods in our scenario. We have conducted rigorous experiments implementing algorithms in section 3.1 using edge selection for sampling, i.e. RS, BRS and space saving algorithm by sampling edges (SSE). In section 5, we discussed the experiments in detail.

4. CASE STUDY

4.1 Telecommunication Networks

Sampling on graphs have been studied in different domains, with petty work in telecommunication networks. In this work, we apply the sampling algorithms in this scenario. Call Detail Records (CDR’s) from TN are one of the largest and fastest data streams with stupendous mass of information hidden. We made use of such anonymous CDR stream of 386,492,749 calls made by 11,916,442 subscribers over 31 days. Spread across 24 hrs per day and gathered from geographically distributed sources.

4.2 Semantics of Call Graphs

We modeled telecommunication call graphs as nodes corresponding to callers and callees. The edges between them represent calls. These edges can be weighted using frequency of calls, duration of call, etc. In our scenario, we have weighted our samples based on frequency of calls. The edges are bidirectional, corresponding to incoming and outgoing calls. The snapshots of number of nodes and edges per day stream are shown in figure 1. The figure shows decreased call activity on Sundays compared to other days of week.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To evaluate the node based methods we have used the SSN by sampling top frequent callers. We generated 15 sample snapshots for 15 days of stream each from the beginning day 1. The samples generated using this method have only nodes and no structure, therefore we also acquire the corresponding edges of nodes in the real time. As the number of edges incident upon the sampled nodes increases, so are the adjacent nodes. As a result, we have a subgraph with increased number of nodes, derived from the associated edges. The time for computation of such methods also increases substantially with the added time for acquiring edges and their corresponding nodes. The evolution of number of nodes, edges and properties of graph are represented in figures 2 and 3. We did not proceed with the other algorithms for node based method, because of the space and time complexity mentioned above.

For evaluating edge based methods we have generated 31 sample snapshots of size $10^4$ edges from 31 days of call graph streams each from the beginning. This is done for three sampling algorithms using edge selection, i.e SSE, RS and BRS. Number of nodes and edges in the resultant subgraphs are shown in figures 4 and 5. Figure 5 shows number of distinct edges in each sample. BRS samples contains less number...

Figure 1: Evolution of nodes and edges in our graph stream

Figure 2: Evolution of nodes and edges using SSN

Figure 3: Evolution of metrics using SSN
of distinct edges and more number of repetitive edges/calls exhibiting calling behavior of callers. This indicates BRS samples are good at generating weighted samples based on frequency. In our scenario, we map the multi-graph of calls onto weighted network, thus the weighted edges indicate frequency of calls between two nodes/callers. SSE samples un-weighted edges, as it selects the top frequent edges but not the frequency of edges. Subgraphs of RS has a negligible amount of weighted edges based on frequency of calls.

Figure 6 and 7 plots the IC and OC of top 6 IC and OC nodes of three samples, we observe that SSE samples contain nodes with high IC’s and OC’s while RS samples have nodes with least IC and OC. When we compare both the IC and OC we find that all the three samples are biased towards high in-degree nodes and low out-degree nodes. This suggest the structure of original graph with high number of incoming calls and less number of outgoing calls for each node on an average.

5.1 Community Structure

In our experiments we have used degree centralities to evaluate the community structures in subgraphs. Figure 8 depicts the ADC of the three methods. RS shows least average degree centrality than SSE and BRS which are almost the same. This suggests that RS is biased towards very low degree nodes. While SSE and BRS show similar degree centralities throughout the evolutionary stream. Figure 9 plots the AWDC of three samples. Comparing both the above referenced plots, we can observe that the ADC’s of SSE and RS are similar to their respective AWDC’s. While the AWDC of BRS is more compared to its ADC. When ADC and AWDC are similar, the edges in the samples have no weights. When AWDC is greater than ADC the samples contain weighted edges. In both the figures 8 and 9, SSE and BRS show low graph centralities on Sundays as related to the original graph with low activity on Sundays. While RS curve shows no deviations.

Figure 10 plots the logarithmically binned degree distribution of nodes in the samples. We observe that 99.4% of nodes from the RS sample has degree 1. which indicates that large number of nodes are sparsely connected displaying least community structure. Figure 11, depicts the number of communities in each sample, from which we notice that RS contains maximum number of communities. From both the above results, we infer that RS samples have maximum number of communities with minimum degree than SSE and BRS. The above results confer that RS has least community
5.2 Component Structure

Figure 12 shows NC’s in the three samples. We identify RS samples contain maximum NC’s for all the days. BRS sample contain least NC’s. Figure 13 plots the ACS of each sample, where SSE and BRS has similar ACS samples and greater compared to RS. From both the figures it is evident that RS samples exhibit least component structure with more NC’s having least ACS compared to SSE and RS.

5.3 Time Complexity

To measure the time complexity of three algorithms we have used two metrics, one is min time and other is max time. Minimum time for one pass over the stream of 7845201 edges and maximum time for one pass over the stream of 15468336 edges. Figure 14 plots the time for computation by three algorithms using same hardware, from which it is apparent that the time for computation by SSE is maximum. RS takes the least time for computation while BRS with slightly more. However the time for processing each edge as it arrives in real-time is much lower to approx. 15 ms to 20 ms for SSE, 0.5 to 1 ms for BRS and 0.3 ms to 0.4 ms for RS.

5.4 Running Real Time Queries

Which samples are best suitable for running real-time queries and getting approximate answers to queries like, who are the top influential players in the network? To answer questions like these we have used EVC to compute top influential nodes from the three samples generated by SSE, RS and BRS. All the three samples generate similar and accurate results for top 6 nodes, evident from figure 15.
As analyzed by [8] call graphs exhibit a power-law distribution with few nodes displaying high activity and majority of nodes displaying least activity. The above results imply that the referenced sampling techniques capture highest activity nodes. However, the results of the three samples begin to differ as the number of top influential nodes increases.

6. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS

After analyzing the samples generated using four techniques discussed in section 3, we observe that: For generating structured subgraphs from node based methods, we need to acquire the edges associated with nodes, which increases the time for computation. The evolution analysis of temporal samples generated using SSN shows a gradual increase in the size of samples. For edge based methods, we observe that RS is biased to nodes with low degree centralities and BRS and SSE nodes exhibit higher degree centralities compared to it. BRS best suits for measuring weighted centralities based on frequency of edges. Hence, it is also suitable for running real-time queries for finding frequent items over the sample. BRS and SSE sample communities with high average degree centralities. That shows a better community structure when compared to RS. Therefore BRS and SSE would be more suitable for applications analyzing community structure. SSE and BRS generates samples with better component structure compared to RS. RS and BRS have good performance with runtime compared to SSE. For using samples to run queries like top frequent items, SSE would be appropriate as it samples top frequent edges, while not considering other factors. All the three sampling algorithms give similar results for applications like finding minimum number of top influential nodes using EVC.

7. CONCLUSION

Our purpose in this work, was not to find the best sample, instead we have compared the samples to find which is an appropriate sampling technique for a specific application scenario. We analyzed the properties of samples to compare the sampling techniques. We have used a real-time massive stream to evaluate the evolutionary samples. So, that real-time queries and experiments can run over those samples. Different sampling algorithms have been evaluated in this work, based on structures, properties, time complexity and applications. We have evaluated weighted graph samples. We have also proposed an algorithm with the modification over Random Sampling Algorithm using Reservoir. We have found that on an average of all the measures our proposed algorithm has exhibited better performance. Our results drive many observations related to the biases and appropriateness of sampling techniques. We have also analyzed the evolution of samples that can be used for evolution prediction in future works.
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